Structure from Motion on XSlit Cameras.
We present a structure-from-motion (SfM) framework based on a special type of multi-perspective camera called the cross-slit or XSlit camera. Traditional perspective camera based SfM suffers from the scale ambiguity which is inherent to the pinhole camera geometry. In contrast, an XSlit camera captures rays passing through two oblique lines in 3D space and we show such ray geometry directly resolves the scale ambiguity when employed for SfM. To accommodate the XSlit cameras, we develop tailored feature matching, camera pose estimation, triangulation, and bundle adjustment techniques. Specifically, we devise a SIFT feature variant using non-uniform Gaussian kernels to handle the distortions in XSlit images for reliable feature matching. Moreover, we demonstrate that the XSlit camera exhibits ambiguities in pose estimation process which can not be handled by existing work. Consequently, we propose a 14 point algorithm to properly handle the XSlit degeneracy and estimate the relative pose between XSlit cameras from feature correspondences. We further exploit the unique depth-dependent aspect ratio (DDAR) property to improve the bundle adjustment for the XSlit camera. Synthetic and real experiments demonstrate that the proposed XSlit SfM can conduct reliable and high fidelity 3D reconstruction at an absolute scale.